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ABSTRACT

Current physical models of tip-sample interactions in nanoindentation and atomic

force microscopy are exclusively based on either the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR)

or Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) models of adhesive contact respectively. Ana-

lytical and numerical models bridging the transition regime between the two models

have been demonstrated but their use has been limited due to the difficulty in obtain-

ing a force relation in terms of displacement from them. The current thesis examines

various transition models with aim of selecting a model from which a transitional

force-displacement relation can be derived. For this purpose, firstly a general equiva-

lence between the newer Schwarz and the more established Maugis-Dugdale model is

demonstrated through the comparison of critical forces from both the models. Since

the Maugis-Dugdale model does not provide an expression for critical force, an an-

alytical expression is derived and demonstrated to be valid. This conclusion allows

us to derive a force expression from the Schwarz transitional model in terms of dis-

placement. A new reformulation of the JKR and Schwarz models, in terms of a

nondimensional parameter is also presented. The derived force expression is then

expressed as a third-order polynomial through a series expansion. Since indentation

models typically use linearized force expressions, it is demonstrated that a nonlinear

third-order expression results in an economically viable accuracy. Finally a method

of material parameter identification is outlined which coupled with existing nonlinear

models of nanoindentation should result in greater accuracy in characterization. The

current thesis should also result in better dynamical models for both nanoindentation

and atomic force microscopy and remove the material-sample restrictions which the

use of either the JKR or DMT models constrained their analysis to.

xi



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Developments in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and nanotechnology is

driving the decrease in the scale of mechanisms. Consequently, molecular and atomic

interactions which were earlier assumed negligible are being studied to understand

their roles in microstructures. This has led to the demand for new nanoengineering

and thin film materials designed to either resist or incorporate the molecular effects.

However, properties of materials have been found to vary with scales [1]. So interest

has grown in the mechanical characterization of thin film systems and small volumes

of materials.

A knowledge of material properties is of primary importance in mechanical de-

sign, design analysis and design implementation. This knowledge generally comes

through an analysis of mechanical response to an external mechanical/electrical stim-

ulus. Some of the primary methods of material characterization are through ten-

sion/compression, fracture, bending, hardness and fatigue tests [2, 3]. Indentation
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testing is such a process which provides information on the elastic modulus, hard-

ness, strain hardening, cracking, phase transformations, creep and energy absorption.

The field of nanoindentation i.e. indentation with nanoscale penetration, grew out

of the need to measure the mechanical properties of hard thin materials in the early

1980’s. The microhardness instruments available at that time could not be used to

apply low forces to generate penetration depths on the order of thickness of the films.

In the next section we discuss nanoindentation and the motivation for this research.

1.2 Nanoindentation

A schematic illustration of indentation is shown in Fig. 1.1. During indentation a

load Fapp is applied to the material sample. This results in the vertical displacement

of the tip by z and the creation of a contact area of radius a. Typically the material

properties of the indenter are known. The combined mechanical response of the tip

and the sample can be used to find the properties of the sample using theoretical

relations between Fapp, a and z. The same technique applies to nanoindentation

except that the load used to generate deflection is very small.

The spatial dimensions of the indented contact area cannot be conveniently mea-

sured due to its extremely small size. So modern nanoindentation techniques typically

measure the depth of penetration of the indenter and use the known geometry of the

indenter to determine the contact area. This is generally described as ’depth-sensing

indentation’. The technique relies on a continuous measurement of z with a varying

Fapp. It has been shown how the indenter tip geometry can be determined and the

area of contact be measured using the unloading portion of elastic curve [4, 5].

The first nanoscale hardness tests were carried out inside the vacuum chamber
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Figure 1.1: A schematic illustration of indentation. The figure shows the contact area

established by the force applied on the indenter.

of a scanning electron microscope. The penetration depth was determined through

interferometric methods. Later use of strain gauges and finely machined parallel

springs to measure the force and tip deflection respectively, removed the need of a

vacuum chamber. Developments in electronics led to sensors with greater resolutions

than optical methods [6–8]. All this led to the development of a highly compact

device in which the force transducer also acts as a displacement sensor.

The model of nanoindentation used in this research is based on a three plate ca-

pacitive transducer as the force actuator [9]. A schematic illustration of the three

plate capacitive force transducer is shown in Fig. 1.2. Changing the potential differ-

ence between the top and bottom plates causes a deflection in the compliant center

plate upon which the indenter tip is mounted. This causes the load to be applied to

the material sample. The freedom of the center plate is restricted because if it gets

too close to the upper or lower plates, it might get pulled in and damage the actuator.

Some modes of operation of the nanoindenter are with static, ramping loads and

3



Figure 1.2: Three plate capacitive transducer type nanoindenter.

dynamic loads. Dynamic nanoindentation is the process of measuring the response

of the sample to a dynamic load. Fig. 1.3 shows such a dynamic load, modelled by a

sinusoidal curve, with an amplitude of oscillation a and applied about a static depth

of indent z0. The assumption of penetration depth being directly proportional to the

applied load (i.e. linear relation) for small a about z0 is also shown.

This section presented an overview of the basic theory and model behind nanoin-

denter operation. A detailed account of the theoretical indentation models is provided

in the next chapter. The next section discusses some of issues which causes errors in

material characterization using nanoindentation. It also outlines our motive behind

this study of nanoindentation

1.3 Errors in dynamic characterization

Fig. 1.4 shows the variation of resonant frequency with amplitude of oscillation for

varying quasi-static loads obtained from a Hysitron Triboindenter. The quasi-static

load was applied in air without any material sample present i.e. air-indented. It can

be seen from 1.4(b) that there is a slight shift in the resonance frequency underlining

the presence of nonlinearities within the actuator itself.
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Figure 1.3: Dynamic variation of load in dynamic nanoindentation

Figure 1.4: Frequency sweep and shift in resonance frequency.
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1.3.1 Nonlinearity errors

Since the presence of nonlinearities can be noted from Fig. 1.4, this section discusses

some of the causes for it. Fig. 1.5 shows a schematic arrangement of the capacitive

transducer with the indenter tip removed. Since the volume between the plates is

surmised to be occupied by air, the actuator is subject to squeeze film damping. This

phenomenon has been extensively studied in MEMS devices such as microphones etc.

[9–11]. This phenomenon of damping is an important contributor to the nonlinearity

of the actuator which gets translated as material properties [12].

Figure 1.5: The space between the capacitive plates is occupied by air which results

in a nonlinearity due to squeeze film damping.

Another source of nonlinearity in the actuator is the arrangement of the compliant

center plate upon which the indenter is mounted. This plate lies outside the plane of

the top and bottom plates, as shown in Fig. 1.6. This results in a nonlinear restoring

force which acts against the electrostatic force.

The forementioned sources of nonlinearities were related to the force transducer
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Figure 1.6: A geometric nonlinear restoring force in a MEMS spring

alone. There is another source, which forms the motivation for this thesis, resulting

from the atomic interactions between material sample and indenter tip. This atomic

interaction, relating to the van der Waals forces, becomes significant only due to

the small scales of length involved in nanoindentation. It also manifests itself as the

phenomenon of stiction in MEMS devices [13–15]. A realistic model based on the

Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) theory of adhesive contact [16], is represented in the

nonlinear force-displacement curve shown in Fig. 1.3. This model will be presented

later in chapter 2 along with others.

Fig. 1.7 shows how the assumption of a linear force-displacement relation induces

errors in a dynamic nanoindentation test. It can be noted that for low values of static

indentation depth z0, the error is greater than for greater values of z0. Again errors

increase when the amplitude of oscillation a, is increased for the same value of z0.

Both these observations indicate that the van der Waals forces play a very important

role at the surface, which decreases as the tip goes deeper into the material sample.

This section presented some of the most obvious sources of dynamic nonlineari-

ties in the actuator. The nonlinearity resulting from tip-sample interactions is also

discussed here. This underlines the importance of a comprehensive dynamic nanoin-

7



Figure 1.7: The errors in results of dynamic nanoindentation after assuming a linear

force-displacement about z0, the static deflection. The error percentage was calculated

from the difference between a realistic model (the JKR model) for the tip-sample force

and a linearized force-displacement model.
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dentation model which takes these nonlinearities into account for dynamic material

testing. The next section discusses some of the important objectives of this thesis.

1.4 Objectives of current research

The primary objective of the current research is to use a model of adhesive interfacial

contact to develop a nonlinear force-displacement relation. This relation can then be

used to construct a comprehensive and accurate nanoindenter model which accounts

for the presence of mechanical nonlinearities.

For this purpose a contact model has to be selected which correctly takes the

interfacial forces into account. So the initial objective of this thesis is to present a

comparison between different indentation models and derive a force relation from the

selected model. The derived relation will then be presented in the form of a third

order series to facilitate nonlinear studies of the nanoindentation model. Finally, this

third order series expression of the force in terms of displacement will be compared

with a linear, first-order approximation to determine the more accurate expression.

The validation of the mathematical analysis presented in the thesis will be presented

through comparative results from numerical simulations and by applying limiting

boundary conditions.

1.5 Organization of thesis

The introduction and scope of the present research has been presented in the first

chapter. The second chapter introduces some of the mechanical models of adhesive

contact and their important features. It also discusses the difference in the physics
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of contact of hard and soft materials with differing surface interactions. An analysis

allowing the selection of a particular contact model is also presented and discussed

in this chapter. A derivation of the force-displacement relation is given in the third

chapter. The fourth chapter presents the nonlinear model for the nanoindenter and

the conclusion to the present work. Some possible future work is also discussed in

this section.
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Chapter 2

Contact mechanics

2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, two materials placed in contact deform under loading. The

materials undergo relative displacement and a region of intimate contact is established

in between. The study of this load-displacement relationship is generally described

as contact mechanics [7]. Understanding the relationships from contact mechanics is

important because it provides information about the properties of the materials in-

volved. Indentation testing was described as a common application of such a process

[6]. However, besides the applied load, there are intermolecular forces which also act

to deform the surfaces. These forces can generally be neglected on the macroscale.

As the scale of devices, applied load and relative displacement decreases, these inter-

molecular attractions start playing an increasingly important role [16–18]. A study

of contact mechanics considering the additional intermolecular forces is important to

nanoindentation, which is used to determine material properties on the nanoscale [6].

The knowledge of the micro or nanoscale material properties is needed to comprehen-

sively understand MEMS device manufacture, performance and longevity [1]. This
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study can also be applied to contact and non-contact atomic force microscopy (AFM)

[19–22].

Hertz [23–25] was the first to present an applied load-resultant displacement model

of contact between purely elastic surfaces, where both the applied load and resulting

displacement are in terms of the radius of the contact area. This model was based on

the assumption that adhesive forces were absent and only a hard wall repulsion existed

between the surfaces [26, 27]. However it was subsequently found that attractive forces

indeed act between materials placed in close contact [18, 28], and their magnitude

differs with the size of the bodies [1] and material, as shown in [17]. The first model

to account for adhesive forces between surfaces during contact was the Johnson-

Kendall-Roberts (JKR) [16] model. This model was based on Tabor and Winterton’s

[18] observation of forces acting between crossed mica cylinders. It assumed that the

adhesive forces deform the surface inside the region of contact and that no external

attractive forces are present outside this region.

These attractive forces result from the intermolecular attractions (London force

[17, 29, 30]) generated by the distribution of electrical charges inside atoms. They

are described as long or short range based on the distance over which they have an

influence. Though the short range interaction forces are stronger, their influence only

extends very close to the surface.

The JKR model assumed a strong adhesive force to act inside the region of contact

between the indenter and sample. This model considers adhesion to be a result of

surface forces acting within the contact area i.e. short range forces, and does not

account for the long range interatomic forces, which act between surfaces outside this

contact area. This model predicted a force, called the critical force, needed to pull

surfaces out of intimate contact. This critical force can also be considered as the

minimum force needed to pull two surfaces out of intimate contact.
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Maugis examined the theory of contact on the basis of fracture mechanics [31] and

was able to show that his solution matched the JKR solution. In contrast, Derjaguin-

Muller-Toporov (DMT) [32] presented another theory, later revised by Muller et al.

[33, 34], based on the observation of adhesion of particles in colloidal suspensions. The

DMT theory considered the adhesive forces to have the nature of van der Waals forces

and assumed that they acted outside the region of contact, with the deformation inside

the region of contact following the Hertzian theory. Both the JKR and DMT models

result in a value of applied load which is greater than the one predicted using the

Hertzian model. This can be accounted for by the inclusion of adhesive and surface

forces in these models.

The differences between these models were reconciled by Tabor [18, 29] by con-

sidering the JKR and DMT theories to be the extreme cases of the same model

with the JKR model being most applicable to elastic materials with large tip radii

and the DMT model being applicable to stiffer samples with small tip radii. Ta-

bor introduced a dimensionless transition parameter, µ, for which a given material

follows the JKR theory for µ >> 1 and the DMT theory for µ << 1. If µ lay in

between the two extremes, it was said to be in the transition region. Tabor’s tran-

sitional model demonstrated, by varying degrees, characteristics from both the JKR

and DMT models. Different models for materials showing transition region behavior

have been constructed by Maugis [35], Greenwood et al. [36] and Schwarz [26].

The Maugis-Dugdale (M-D) model has been studied extensively and found to be

experimentally valid. However, the usefulness of this model in theoretical analysis

has been limited due to complexity. A simpler, but empirical form of the Maugis

model was presented by Carpick et al. (COS) [27] and Pietrement et al. [37]. The

Schwarz transitional contact model gives simple analytical expressions based on the

JKR model. However in spite of having a simpler form (also reducible to the COS

model form) it has not been verified experimentally which limits its usefulness.
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A common parameter is needed for a comparative analysis between different mod-

els. Usually different transition models are compared by relating the critical forces

resulting from each model. This is done as the critical force is dependent only on

the material property interactions and not on any theoretical approach used while

constructing the model i.e. all transition models should result in a similar value of

critical force. Schwarz [26], while comparing his model to the Maugis-Dugdale model,

considered the variation of contact area radius when the indenter load was zero for

both models. This demonstrated a satisfactory relation between these two models.

However, as noted by Schwarz, the physical logic for such an equation between the

two models is difficult to establish.

To the authors knowledge there has been no comparative study using the critical

force between the M-D and Schwarz models. It is difficult as the Maugis (M-D)

model does not provide any such direct and tangible expression for critical force.

This chapter establishes an analytical approach to determine the critical force in the

Maugis model and provides a preliminary comparison between the M-D and Schwarz

models using this value of the transitional critical force. Another comparison, as

presented by Schwarz, using the contact area radius at zero loading as the common

parameter between the models is also examined.

The analysis reveals that the expression for critical force as derived in this chap-

ter yields the same values that Maugis obtains. It also gives greater accuracy than

Carpick’s empirical relations for critical force. The force-contact area relation ob-

tained using this critical force as the transition parameter in the Schwarz model also

correlates with the Maugis model. Schwarz has already demonstrated, as is repro-

duced in this chapter, that his and the Maugis model also compare very well when

the contact area radius at zero loading is used to yield the transition parameter in

his model. These two observations demonstrate the applicability of Schwarz’s model

as a comprehensive transition model. So, because of its simpler relations, it should

14



prove viable to both experimental and analytical studies.

The work of this chapter is organized as follows. The first section introduces the

motivation for comparing two different transition models. In the second section, we

provide a theoretical background for the M-D, COS and Schwarz models which lays

the foundation for obtaining an expression for the transitional critical force. The

third section obtains the expression for the critical force and provides evidence for

the validity of the obtained expression by comparing it with the results provided by

Maugis and Carpick et al. [27]. The fourth section presents a comparative study

between the Schwarz and Maugis models based on the determination of critical forces

and contact area radius for no applied force. This section concludes with a note on

a modified COS model. Finally, the discussion and conclusion to this chapter are

presented in the fifth and sixth sections.

2.2 Theoretical development

This section introduces the salient features of the Hertzian, JKR and DMT theories

from the perspective of explaining the M-D and Schwarz models, which are then

examined. The general objective of this section is to illustrate the importance of

determining the critical force in different transitional models.

2.2.1 The Hertzian, JKR and modified DMT models

Over the years the trend has shifted to construct composite models that account for

the adhesion between particles. A schematic illustration of the deformation of the

indenter tip and sample under a loading force, Fapp, is shown in Fig. 1.1. The terms,

Fapp, a, z and R as used in the following formulation, are shown where Fapp is the
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load applied to the indenter tip, a is the radius of area of contact, z is the depth of

deformation, and R is the radius of the tip of the indenter. The figure also describes

the assumption that contact takes place between a perfect sphere and a plane.

It is assumed that the atomic structure of the material and the nature of its

bonding do not play a significant role in the deformation and, the deformation taking

place at the sub-micron scale is similar to that at the macro-scale i.e. follows Hooke’s

law. It is also assumed that neither Young’s modulus, E, nor Poisson’s ratio, ν, of

the materials change during deformation. Based upon these assumptions Hertz [23]

and later Johnson et. al. [16], Derjaguin et. al. [32], Maugis [35], Schwarz [26],

among others, gave their models of contact deformation and adhesion between the

indenter-sample.

The intermolecular forces causing the adhesion between materials [29, 38], gen-

erally follow the Lennard-Jones potential distribution [17]. Such a distribution has

been shown in Fig. 2.1 where the solid black line represents the intermolecular po-

tential. This potential can be noticed to be increasingly attractive as the relative

distance between surfaces i.e. z, decreases and it increases sharply at small distances

and finally turns repulsive as the distance tends to zero. The sharp increase in at-

tractive potential is described as the short range potential and the gradual increase

in the attractive potential is described as the long range potential. Hertz’s hard wall

repulsion assumption is shown in the figure and it can be noticed that it does not

take the attractive part of the potential into account.

Johnson et al. used a kronecker δ to model the attractive part. However the

JKR model only considered the short range forces assuming that the adhesive forces

only act inside the contact area. It also assumed that the attractive forces from

the long range potential resulting from the intermolecular attraction between the

surfaces not undergoing contact deformation are negligible. This resulted in a sharp
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Figure 2.1: The regions of interaction potential considered by the various models

discontinuity in the shear stresses at the boundary of the contact region which could

not be explained by this theory.

The DMT theory however assumed that the short range attraction potential does

not cause any contact-deformation and that it follows the Hertzian theory inside the

contact region. The adhesion is assumed to be caused only by the long range attrac-

tion potential which deforms the profile outside of contact. Hence the DMT theory

does not result in the stress discontinuity at the boundary. The JKR assumption of

the influence of short range forces is given by the δ function as shown in Fig. 2.1 and

the DMT assumption is given by the gradually increasing attractive curve. It can

be noticed that the area under the DMT assumption does not account for the sharp

increase in the attractive potential as the relative separation decreases.

Hertz was the first to present a mathematical model of contact. This model was

based on two axi-symmetric convex mathematical surfaces sharing a common normal

at the point of contact (see Figs. 1.1, 2.2). It was assumed that when the separation

between the surfaces is zero, the repulsion resembles a hard wall and adhesive forces
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are negligible. Hertz obtained the following equations,

a =

(
RFapp

K

) 1
3

(2.1a)

z =
a2

R
. (2.1b)

The contact area radius is denoted by a, Fapp is the applied force and R is the effective

radius of the curvature at the point of contact (i.e. 1/R = (1/R1 + 1/R2) where

R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature for the two surfaces at the intersection of the

normal with the two surfaces). The effective reduced elastic modulus of the materials,

K = 4/3[(1 − ν2
1)/E1 + (1 − ν2

2)/E2]
−1; where E1,2 and µ1,2 are elastic moduli and

Poisson’s ratios of materials 1 and 2 respectively. The relative displacement between

the two surfaces is denoted by z. These parameters are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. If

Figure 2.2: Schematic of contact deformation illustrating the different parameters

presented in the formulation

Fapp, a and z are non-dimensionalized (from [29]) by using,

â =
a

(πγR2/K)1/3
, (2.2a)

F̂app =
Fapp

πγR
, (2.2b)

ẑ =
z

(π2γ2R/K2)1/3
, (2.2c)
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where γ is the value of surface energy (in J/m2), then the Hertzian equations (2.1),

become,

F̂app = â3, (2.3a)

ẑ = â2. (2.3b)

It can be noted that since Hertz did not consider any adhesion between the surfaces,

γ cancels out in Eq. (2.3). The nondimensionalized form of any variable has been

denoted in its hatted form through out this chapter.

The force of adhesion results from the intermolecular forces between the surfaces

and is described by the Lennard-Jones potential. The JKR model used a delta func-

tion to introduce the work done by short range adhesive forces between the surfaces.

By considering the surface energy of the materials undergoing contact for a simplified

model of a sphere and plane, they presented the following equations,

FHz
app = Fapp + 3πRγ ±

√
6πRγFapp + (3πRγ)2, (2.4a)

a =

(
R

K

)1/3 (√
−FC ±

√
Fapp − FC

)2/3

, (2.4b)

z =
a2

R
−
√

8πaγ

3K
. (2.4c)

Here a superscript denotes the value of a variable for that particular superscript model

(e.g. FHz
app is the effective Hertzian loading as in references [16], [26]). FC is the critical

force described previously and its value for the JKR model can be found out to be

equal to −3
2
πRγ by setting FH

app to be equal to the applied load, −Fapp. The fact that

FC is dependent only on R and γ indicates that it is an intrinsic, chemical property

of the interacting surfaces [17]. Upon applying the non-dimensionalization from Eqs.

(2.2) the following relations for the JKR model are obtained,

F̂app = â3 − â
3
2

√
6, (2.5a)

ẑ = â2 −
√

8

3
â. (2.5b)
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Derjaguin et al. [32], considering a molecular force law, was able to derive a dif-

ferent model for contact. This model was inherently based on the supposition that

the adhesive forces acted outside the contact area and not inside, as the JKR theory

postulated i.e. the short range forces did not influence the contact in anyway. There-

fore as there was no excess force inside the contact region, the deformation retained

its Hertzian nature and followed Eqs. (2.1). The adhesive force acting outside the

contact region was also assumed to be the long range van der Waals force. Hence

the effective load in the Hertzian model increases by the value of critical force in the

DMT model FDMT
C , (i.e. FHz

app = Fapp − FDMT
C ). The value of FDMT

C was found to

be the same as obtained by an integration of the assumed van der Waals-force law

for two spheres with a << R and R1 << R2, equal to −2πRγ [17] [29] [38]. The

assumption of a large sphere placed close to a small sphere effectively reduced the

surfaces to a sphere-plane interaction [17] similar to the JKR model. Hence the DMT

model provides the following formulation,

FHz
app = Fapp − FDMT

C , (2.6a)

a =

(
RFHz

app

K

) 1
3

=

(
R[Fapp − FDMT

C ]

K

) 1
3

, (2.6b)

z =
a2

R
. (2.6c)

which can be reduced to

F̂app = â3 − 2, (2.7a)

ẑ = â2. (2.7b)

The JKR and DMT solutions along with the Hertzian solutions have been shown

in Fig. 2.3. In summary, this section described the salient features of the Hertz,

JKR and DMT models. It can be noted here that both the JKR and DMT models

can be expressed in a form which highlights the critical force term. The next section

discusses some primary features of the Maugis and Schwarz models.
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Figure 2.3: This figure shows the solutions obtained from the JKR, DMT and Hertzian

models. The solid and dashed lines represent the JKR and DMT solutions respec-

tively, while the Hertzian solution is given by the dotted line.

2.2.2 The Maugis, COS and Schwarz transition models

Maugis [29] [35], considered contact deformation as a crack and assumed that the

molecular interaction law could be approximated by a simple Dugdale step function

instead of the more complicated Lennard-Jones interaction. Using this approxima-

tion, both the DMT and JKR models can be recovered by applying the appropriate

transition considerations. The transition parameter used by Maugis, λ, is very similar

to the µ parameter provided by Tabor and represents the DMT model when λ → 0

and the JKR model when λ→∞.

Recently Zheng et al. [39] have proposed a modification in the value for λ, but

the M-D model retains the form described below. Maugis’ theory is presented in the

form of non-dimensional equations which introduce the variable m in addition to λ

and the variables given in Eqs. (2.2). This results in three relations for three variables

(F̂app, ẑ and m) which are numerically solvable by varying the value of â [29]. The

relations he presents are

λâ2

2

[√
m2 − 1 +

(
m2 − 2

)
arccos

1

m

]
+

4λ2â

3

[√
m2 − 1 arccos

1

m
−m + 1

]
= 1,

(2.8a)
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F̂app = â3 − λâ2

(√
m2 − 1 + m2 arccos

1

m

)
, (2.8b)

ẑ = â2 − 4

3
âλ
√

m2 − 1. (2.8c)

The values of F̂app and ẑ can be computed using the value of m which is obtained

from â and λ from Eq. (2.8a). Using this procedure, the results in Fig. 2.4 can be

obtained.

Figure 2.4: The Maugis model. Here the solid line denotes the JKR model and dashed

(– –) line denotes the DMT model. The dashed dotted (– · – ·) lines represent the

transition models and the black dotted line shows the Hertzian model. It can be

noted from (a) that minimum value of F̂app for the JKR model −1.5 and that for the

DMT model is −2. These values represent the critical load for the respective models.

A similar observation can be made from (c).

Finally it can be noticed from Eq. (2.8b) that unlike the JKR and DMT models,

there is no direct independent force term FHz
app present which defines the transitional

value of the critical force. Another observation is that the non-dimensional model

which results from a particular value of λ is always going to have a constant form. This

allows the development of high-accuracy and simple empirical numerical models from

the Maugis model which reduce the numerical complexity of the original solution.

Such models have been presented by Carpick et al. [27], Morrow et al. [40], by

assuming an empirical form of the force-contact area relationship and numerically
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interpolating the results to the Maugis solution.

F̂COS
app

F̂C

= 1−

(
(1 + α)

[
â

âCOS
0

] 3
2

− α

)2

, (2.9a)

α(λ) =
1

1.02
(1− exp

−λ
0.924 ), (2.9b)

âCOS
0 (λ) = 1.54 + 0.279

(
2.28λ1.3 − 1

2.28λ1.3 + 1

)
, (2.9c)

F̂C(λ) = −7

4
+

1

4

(
4.04λ1.4 − 1

4.04λ1.4 + 1

)
. (2.9d)

Here, âCOS
0 is the contact area radius at F̂app = 0 in terms of λ in Eq. (2.9c). Eq.

(2.9b) is the empirical relation between λ and α (α is the transition parameter in

the COS model). The Eq. (2.9d) gives an empirical value of the critical force in the

Maugis model. The main advantage of the COS model is the close fit for the stable

Maugis-Dugdale solutions and the reduced time taken for numerical computation.

As mentioned earlier, Tabor noted that the primary error in the JKR model was

it did not consider the long range forces acting outside contact and the error in

DMT model was the neglect of the contribution of short range forces to deformation.

Moreover, both the JKR and DMT models resulted in different values of critical

forces. Schwarz considered the contribution of the work done by short and long

range forces to the interaction potential to be equal to w1 and w2 respectively, where

w1+w2 = γ i.e. the sum of the individual contributions accounts for the entire surface

energy of materials. The contribution to the critical force by the long range forces

is assumed to be constant and given by the value arrived at by the DMT model i.e.

FDMT
C = −2πRw2. Using an approach similar to the one used in the development

of the JKR model, the Schwarz model increases the external load acting outside the

contact area by a value of the aforementioned FDMT
C . Likewise, the contribution to

the critical force due to the short range forces is found to be similar to the critical

force in the JKR model, i.e. F JKR
C = −3πRw1/2. This gives the FC for his model as,

FC = −3

2
πRw1 − 2πRw2, (2.10)
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where,

γ = w1 + w2. (2.11)

It can be noted that if the work done due to either the short range potential or long

range potential is considered equal to zero, then the model reduces to the JKR or

DMT models respectively. Thus, the value of FC acts as the transition parameter in

the Schwarz model. Hence by using an approach similar to Muller et al. [33], and

incrementing the load acting between the surfaces, Schwarz gives,

a =

(
R

K

)1/3 (√
3FC + 6πRγ ±

√
Fapp − FC

)2/3

, (2.12)

z =
a2

R
− 4

√
πa

3K

(
Fc

πR
+ 2γ

)
. (2.13)

The contact area radius expressed in terms of Maugis’ reduced parameters is

â =

(√
3F̂C + 6±

√
F̂app − F̂C

)2/3

. (2.14)

The number of variables can be reduced by considering χ = w1/w2. Here, the variables

are defined as,

w1 =
γχ

χ + 1
, (2.15)

w2 =
γ

χ + 1
. (2.16)

This also implies that χ becomes the non-dimensional transition parameter such that

it represents the DMT model as χ → 0 and the JKR model when χ →∞ – bearing

a similarity to Maugis’ transition parameter λ. The use of χ reduces Eqs. (2.10) and

(2.14) to

FC = −(3χ + 4)πRγ

2(1 + χ)
, (2.17)

⇒ F̂C = −(3χ + 4)

2(1 + χ)
, (2.18)

â =

(√
3χ

2(1 + χ)
±

√
F̂1 +

3χ + 4

2(1 + χ)

) 2
3

. (2.19)
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As mentioned earlier, the expressions in the Maugis-Dugdale model cannot be de-

scribed in terms of F̂C . However the Schwarz model can be described in terms of the

critical force as seen in Eqn (2.12), much like the JKR and DMT models. In sum-

mary, this section reviewed some of the basic concepts involved in the development

of models and presented the formulation behind them. The next section describes

how this formulation helps us obtain the value of a transitional critical force for the

Maugis model.

2.3 Derivation of the M-D critical force expression

It can be observed from Fig. 2.4(a) that the critical force for both the JKR and DMT

models is obtained at the local minima of F̂ with respect to â. This leads to the idea

that F̂C can be obtained from the minimum of F̂ (â) (from Eq. (2.8b)). The physical

interpretation of the process of minimization is discussed later in this section. As λ

is a constant for a particular transition model, the only other variable is m, which

can be eliminated by using Eq. (2.8a) which provides the relation to determine the

behavior of the differential of m with respect to â. Hence, the values of F̂C can be

obtained by solving dF̂app/dâ = 0, to obtain what can be denoted as âC , and then

substituting âC in Eq. (2.8b). With that aim, if the expressions in terms of m in Eqs.

(2.8a) and (2.8b) are described using M1, M2 and M3, i.e.,

M1 =

[√
m2 − 1 + m2 arccos

1

m

]
, (2.20a)

M2 =
1

2

[√
m2 − 1 +

(
m2 − 2

)
arccos

1

m

]
, (2.20b)

M3 =
4

3

[√
m2 − 1 arccos

1

m
−m + 1

]
, (2.20c)

(2.20d)
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then Eqs. (2.8a) and (2.8b) become,

λâ2M2 + λ2âM3 = 1, (2.21a)

F̂app = â3 − λâ2M1. (2.21b)

Mi can be regarded as different functions of m and the reason for such a substitution

is that equations in the form of (2.21a) and (2.21b) help simplify calculations. Now,

differentiating F̂app with respect to â we get

dF̂app

dâ
= 3â2 −

(
2λâM1 + λâ2dM1

dm

dm

dâ

)
. (2.22)

By setting Eq. (2.22) to zero and neglecting the solution âC = 0 (it can be observed

from Fig. 2.4(a) that âC = 0 gives the local maxima for λ > 0), we get

3

λ
âC = 2M1 + âCM ′

1

dm

dâ
, (2.23)

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to m. Differentiating Eq. (2.21a)

with respect to â to get the value of dm/dâ we get,

λ

(
2âM2 + â2M ′

2

dm

dâ

)
+ λ2

(
M3 + âM ′

3

dm

dâ

)
= 0, (2.24a)

⇒ dm

dâ
= − λM3 + 2âM2

â (λM ′
3 + âM ′

2)
. (2.24b)

Substituting Eq. (2.24b) in Eq. (2.23) leads to a quadratic equation in âC ,

3

λ
âC = 2M1 − âCM ′

1

(
λM3 + 2âCM2

âC (λM ′
3 + âCM ′

2)

)
, (2.25a)

3

λ
M ′

2â
2
C + (3M ′

3 − 2[M1M
′
2 −M ′

1M2]) âC − λ (2M1M
′
3 −M ′

1M3) = 0. (2.25b)

Eq. (2.25b) can be written in the form of a standard quadratic equation,

Aâ2
C + BâC + C = 0, (2.26)
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where A, B and C are

A =
3

λ
M ′

2 (2.27a)

=
3

λ

[
m cos−1

(
1

m

)
+

√
m2 − 1

m

]
,

B = (3M ′
3 − 2[M1M

′
2 −M ′

1M2]) , (2.27b)

= −4 +
6

m
+

2m cos−1
(

1
m

)
√

m2 − 1
− 4m

[
cos−1

(
1

m

)]2

,

=
2M1

m
√

m2 − 1
+

3C

2λ

√
m2 − 1. (2.27c)

C = −λ (2M1M
′
3 −M ′

1M3) , (2.27d)

= −λ

8
(
m2
[
cos−1

(
1
m

)]2
+ m− 1

)
3m
√

m2 − 1

 .

The solution of the quadratic, Eq. (2.26), gives us two solutions for âC in terms of

m,

âC = (−B ±
√

B2 − 4AC)/2A.

The term
√

B2 − 4AC can be expressed as

B2 − 4AC =

(
2M1

m
√

m2 − 1
− 3C

2λ

√
m2 − 1

)2

, (2.28a)

Therefore,

−B +
√

B2 − 4AC =
−3C

√
m2 − 1

λ
, (2.28b)

−B −
√

B2 − 4AC =
−4M1

m
√

m2 − 1
. (2.28c)

A point that can be made regarding the physical interpretation of m is that it is the

ratio between the crack opening distance and the contact area radius [29] [35]. Since

both are distances, the ratio m has to remain real and positive for all values of λ. So,

as m is always positive, Eq. (2.28b) remains positive while Eq. (2.28c) is generally

negative (for m > 0, C is negative from Eq. (2.27d)). So using the Eqn. (2.28b) as
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the solution, we get

âC =
4λ

3M1

([
m cos−1(1/m)

]2
+ m− 1

)
. Or, (2.29a)

âC =
4λ

3

[ (
m arccos 1

m

)2
+ m− 1

√
m2 − 1 + m2 arccos 1

m

]
. (2.29b)

Using the value of âC from Eq. (2.29b) in Eq. (2.21b), the value of the critical force

for the Maugis model is obtained as,

F̂C = λ3

(
4M4

3M1

)2(
4M4 − 3M2

1

3M1

)
, (2.30)

where M4 =
(
m arccos 1

m

)2
+m− 1 = M1(M1−M2)/2−M3. It can be observed that

both âC and F̂C are in terms of only λ and m, where m is determined by Eq. (2.21a)

with â = âC i.e.,

λâC (âCM2 + λM3) = 1. (2.31)

Figure 2.5: Plot showing the variation of the derived value of F̂C with λ. The black

lines represent the transition models for the specified values of λ and (– · –) represents

the variation of critical force.
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This is important as FC depends only on the physical and chemical nature of the

surfaces. Hence, the check that the transitional F̂C is independent of all variables but

m and the transitional parameter, is verified. Fig. 2.5 shows how the derived relation

for F̂C intersects the minimum applied load for different λ values. Fig. 2.6 presents

a similar variation of the critical force with respect to λ. This is the same curve that

is given by Maugis [29, 35] and described as the variation of adhesive force for ‘fixed

load with jump’. Hence the interpretation of the process of minimization can also be

described as finding the âC for which F̂app remains constant, i.e. at fixed load.

It can be seen from the Maugis figure (Fig. 8 in [35]) that there is another

concept presented there; of ‘fixed grips’. It can be interpreted as a constant ẑ (e.g.

the displacement of the indenter tip is held constant); the derivation of F̂C for fixed

grips is given in appendix A for completeness. It allows the recovery of F̂C for fixed

grips which tends to −5
6

as λ tends to∞, the same as presented by Maugis. This also

acts as a check for the derivation of F̂C on the basis of fixed load, presented above,

which leads us to believe in the accuracy of the derivation. The variation of critical

Figure 2.6: Comparison between the critical force values from Eqn. (2.30) and from

the Maugis model.
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force when no jump occurs is shown in Fig. 2.6 for completeness.

2.3.1 Comparison with the empirical COS relation

The COS model, as discussed in section 2.2.2, presents an empirical equation for the

critical force (2.9d). This comparison has been shown in Fig. 2.7 and it can be seen

that the analytically derived expression for F̂C agrees very well with the empirically

obtained values. This also indicates that the derivation discussed in the last section

is correct.

Figure 2.7: A comparison of the values of F̂C obtained by using the COS Eq. (2.9d),

represented by a black line (—-), and the those obtained using Eq. (2.30), represented

by (– – –).

This section presented an analytical method to determine the accurate value of

transitional critical force for the Maugis model and provided numerical evidence of

its validity by comparing it with results presented by Maugis and Carpick et al. Since

the critical force is by itself the transition parameter in the Schwarz model for elastic
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contact, the F̂C derived in this section can be used to compare the M-D model to

the Schwarz model. This comparison is presented in the next section, along with

another comparison based on the idea of that when the applied force, F̂app is zero,

the resulting â for both models are the same.

2.4 Comparison between the M-D and Schwarz

models

The M-D model has been extensively studied and experimentally verified. However

neither has it been reduced to simpler terms through reasonable approximations, nor

is it a simple model to analyze, owing to the complexity of its formulation. This is why

it would be useful to have a simpler transition model which can also be manipulated

easily. Some of the new transition models, though theoretically sound, suffer from a

similar complexity of formulation as the M-D model [36]. Hence the model presented

by Schwarz [26], with its fairly simple formulation similar to the JKR expressions

[16], can prove to be viable as a transition model. But its primary drawback is that

since it is a new model, it has not been experimentally verified yet. This is where

its comparison with an already established model would prove to be useful, as, if

the models correlate strongly then the simpler one can be used. This brings us to

the question of determining the criteria based on which two transition models can be

compared.

Models have been historically compared on the basis critical force calculations,

theoretical foundations and experimental analyses of force-displacement data. By

historical comparison we refer to the debate on the validity of the JKR and DMT

models. The principal argument against the JKR theory was the difference in the

value critical force from the value calculated by Derjaguin in 1934, [17] [38] and that
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against the DMT model was the neglect of the effect of adhesive forces inside contact

in its theoretical development. The reason why comparisons of critical force make

such an important difference in theoretical models is because it primarily results

from the physical and chemical properties of the materials in contact. So, for any two

materials, the magnitude of critical force has to remain the same under any transition

model.

Again as pointed out earlier, the Maugis model does not either define or make use

of the transitional FC . This allows the independent calculations of Fapp and z, both as

functions of a and m (incidentally, this is a reason why it is sufficient to just compare

either Fapp(a) or z(a) as they both are different functions of the two variables, a

and m as seen from Eqs. (2.8a), (2.8b) and (2.8c)). However the Schwarz model is

inherently based on the determination of FC , either experimentally or analytically,

without which either dimensional or non-dimensional construction of this model is not

possible. This critical force in the Schwarz model is expressed in the form of Eq. (2.10)

and can be seen to depend upon the determination, either from theory or experiment,

of the work of adhesion due to short and long range forces, w1 and w2, besides the

value of the surface energy, γ. A primary reason this chapter considers χ, the ratio

of w1 and w2, is to reduce the number of variables involved in the calculation of the

critical force. Though FC and γ can be determined satisfactorily from experiment

(Jarvis et al. [41] have shown that long and short range interaction potentials can be

determined reliably), neither χ nor w1 and w2 can be clearly determined from theory.

Hence this leads to the problem of determination of FC for the Schwarz model to be

clearly compared to the Maugis model.

That is why by assuming that both the Maugis and Schwarz models yield the

same FC , and using relation (2.30) to find the value of χ for the Schwarz model,

a fair comparison between the two models can be established. Another method for

determining the FC term in the Schwarz model, as used by Schwarz [26], is to equate
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the â obtained for both the models for the case when the applied load, Fapp is zero.

This method though without strong physical logic can still provide an ”‘arbitrary,

but instructive”’, comparison between the two models, as described by Schwarz. The

first method of comparison is made possible due to the analytical determination of

the transitional critical force in the Maugis model as given in section 2.3, however

in its absence one could have used Eq. (2.9d) presented in the COS model [27]. A

comparison based on such reformulation of the COS model has also been presented

later in this section.

2.4.1 Comparison using critical force

The comparison presented in the following sections have been limited to describing

the Fapp(a) behavior as describing the z(a) relation would be redundant as mentioned

earlier. By equating the critical forces given by the M-D model (Eq. (2.30)) and the

Schwarz model (Eq. (2.18)) we get,

F̂M−D
C = F̂ Schwarz

C , (2.32a)

⇒ F̂M−D
C = −(3χ + 4)

2(1 + χ)
. Or, (2.32b)

⇒ χ = −4 + 2F̂M−D
C

3 + 2F̂M−D
C

. (2.32c)

The value of χ from Eq. (2.32c) can be used in the Schwarz Eq. (2.19) to obtain the

load vs. contact area radii curves for that model. This has been shown in Fig. 2.8. It

can be seen that the load-radius relations obtained using the Maugis model and the

Schwarz model intersect at the point determined by the critical force for the Maugis

model. Both models can be seen to have excellent agreement at the limiting cases of

the JKR and DMT models, but for the transition cases when the contact area radius

â is zero, the Schwarz model shows lower values of attractive forces than the Maugis

model.
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Figure 2.8: A comparison between the Maugis and Schwarz models obtained by

equating the critical forces from both models. The black line (—-) represents the

Maugis solution, and the black dashed line (– · – · ) represents the solution obtained

using Eq. (2.30)

2.4.2 Comparison using equal contact area radii when load

is zero

The method by which the Schwarz transition parameter χ can be expressed as a

function of λ by considering a when Fapp → 0 has been presented in this section. The

term â0 can be defined as the contact area radius established when the applied load

F̂app (or Fapp) is zero. This means Eq. (2.21b) becomes,

F̂app = â3 − λâ2M1 = 0, (2.33)

⇒ âMD
0 = λM1. (2.34)

Substituting Eq. (2.34) in Eq. (2.21a) we get,

λ3M1 (M1M2 + M3) = 1. (2.35)

So, Eq. (2.34) becomes,

âMD
0 = M

2
3
1 (M1M2 + M3)

− 1
3 . (2.36)
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The result for â0 as obtained from Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36) can be compared to the

empirical relation for the same as provided in the COS model (Eq. (2.9c)). This

has been shown in Fig. 2.9 which demonstrates a good correlation between the two

thus verifying the results. The critical contact area radius in the Schwarz model is

Figure 2.9: Comparison of the values of adhesion force, F̂C , from (2.30) and from the

Maugis model.

obtained by applying F̂app = 0 in Eq. (2.19) by,

âSchwarz
0 =

(√
3χ

2(1 + χ)
±

√
3χ + 4

2(1 + χ)

) 2
3

. (2.37)

Equating Eq. (2.36) with (2.37) gives,

M
2
3
1 (M1M2 + M3)

−1
3 =

(√
3χ

2(1 + χ)
±

√
3χ + 4

2(1 + χ)

) 2
3

. (2.38)

Denoting the left hand side of Eq. (2.38) by β and squaring the right hand side, we

get

β =

(
3χ + 2±

√
9χ2 + 12

1 + χ

)
. (2.39)
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Eq. (2.39) is quadratic in χ,

β(β − 6)χ2 + 2β(β − 5)χ + (β − 2)2 = 0. (2.40)

It can be found by applying appropriate limiting conditions to m in Eq. (2.38), that

0 ≤ β ≤ 6. The Eq. (2.40) will have real solutions if −3β(β − 8) ≥ 0 or 0 ≤ β ≤ 8.

One solution to Eq. (2.40) always results in a negative solution for 0 ≤ β ≤ 6, which

is not physically possible as χ has to be necessarily ≥ 0. The other solution provides

the accurate solution for 0 ≤ β ≤ 6 and is

χ =
−β2 + 5β −

√
−3β(β − 8)

β(β − 6)
. (2.41)

Hence Eq. (2.41) can be used to determine the transitional critical force for the

Schwarz model when the applied load is zero and comparative transitional models

can be drawn for this case. Such a comparison is shown in Fig. 2.10 and it can

be noticed that for a given contact area radius the Schwarz model predicts a more

attractive force than the Maugis model. The Fig. 2.10 is the same as presented in

[26] and the critical forces used for comparison by Schwarz are recovered in toto.

2.4.3 Comparison based on the COS model

The relation for the critical force (2.30) and that for the â0 from Eq. (2.36) can be

applied to Eq. (2.9a), the COS F̂app − â relation, instead of the numerical approxi-

mations presented by Eqs. (2.9c) and (2.9d) as used in the Carpick et al. paper [27].

This can help reduce the empirical nature of the COS results, as can be seen from the

Fig. 2.11. It can be noticed that the plotted results show good accuracy even over

the unstable region of contact which was not originally considered by Carpick et al.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of the Maugis and Schwarz models for transitional contact

based on equating contact area radii when the applied load is zero. The black line

(—) represents the Maugis solution, and the black dashed line (– · – · ) represents the

solution obtained by using Eq. (2.41) to get the critical force for the Schwarz model.

Figure 2.11: A comparison between the Maugis model and the modified COS model.

The black line (—) represents the Maugis solution, and the black dashed line (– · –

· ) represents the solution obtained by applying Eqs. (2.30) and (2.29b) to the COS

model instead of F̂COS
C and âCOS

0 .
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2.5 Discussion

This chapter began by noting that most of the popular models for contact deformation

except the Maugis model account for the critical force in the increased Hertzian load

(Eqs. (2.4), (2.6), (2.12)). Then an analytical expression for critical force based

on the Maugis model was presented in the form of Eq. (2.30) in section 2.3. This

expression was shown to compare excellently with the empirical expressions for the

same as described in the COS model. The critical force expression was then used in

section 2.4.1 to compare the Maugis model with Schwarz’s on the assumption of equal

critical forces. The second comparison was presented by equating the contact area

radius at zero load in both the models in section 2.4.2. Finally, a third comparison

between the modified COS model (using Eqs. (2.30) and (2.36)) and the Maugis model

has been shown in section 2.4.3. The following section notes some of the important

assumptions and observations from the above comparisons and then discusses the

reasons that might be the cause behind them.

A point which has not been dwelt upon yet in this chapter is the is the issue of

stability in â from Eqs. (2.4), (2.8b) and (2.12). It can be observed that the JKR

solution which contains a ± sign, leads to two real values of â for some values of

F̂ . The solution for the ‘−’ equation, which results in the lower branch in the JKR

model (and hence in the M-D and Schwarz models) is generally described as the

unstable solution. This phenomenon is physically observable as surfaces ‘jumping’

into contact from an unstable to a stable contact area radius [16, 26, 29, 35]. This is

what is being referred to in section 2.3, appendix A and Fig. 2.6 when either the load

or displacement is kept constant. It is only evident in the transition models for which

λ > ≈ 1. This phenomenon is not considered in the COS model, which concerns itself

primarily with the stable solution of Eq. (2.9a) [27]. The reason why this chapter

does not dwell upon the stability issue is that it gets accounted for completely in the
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formulation of the models during their comparison and does not play any role in the

derivation of the critical force term for the Maugis model.

Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.9 demonstrate the accuracy of the equations derived

in this chapter. This can be claimed from the exact reproduction of Maugis’ results

in Fig. 2.6, and that of the results from the COS model in figs. 2.7 and 2.9. This

validates the use of Eqs. (2.30) and (2.36) for the comparison between models. Hence,

a summary of observations based on the comparisons can be: The plots presented in

Fig. 2.8 show that upon equating the critical forces from both models, the Schwarz

model yields a lower value of force than the Maugis model when the contact area

radius is zero. Morever for the same applied load the Schwarz model results in a

greater stable contact area radius than the Maugis model. However in Fig. 2.10 the

stable values of the contact area radii for both models are almost the same when they

are compared using the contact area radii for zero applied load. Again in the first

comparison, the Schwarz model yields a greater value of â for the same load for the

unstable branches in both models, but in the second comparison the Maugis model

yields the greater value of â for the same load in the unstable branch.

A point that must be recalled is that the first comparison is based on comparing

load-contact area radius curves when the models are assumed to have the same critical

forces. This is reflected in Fig. 2.8 with the point of intersection of both models being

the common F̂C . Similarly the second comparison results from assuming the contact

area radii to be equal when the applied load is zero, again reflected in Fig. 2.10 where

the intersection between the models takes place at F̂ = 0. Schwarz mentions that

both his and Maugis’ models show an excellent agreement for values of F̂ > −0.5.

This is a fair impression however its validity is of concern as the values of â have to be

equal for both models at F̂ = 0 as this is the assumption upon which this comparison

(or the second comparison in this chapter) is based. Similarly, the fact that both

models show excellent agreement beyond F̂ = 0 points more to the fact that the
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dynamics of the equations match, rather than an equivalence of the models. This is

a conclusion which can also be drawn from the first comparison, Fig. 2.8. It can be

seen that except at the intersection between the models at the assumed equal critical

forces the models do not correlate at all. However the behavior of both models with

changing F̂ is highly similar, which is why, from both figs. 2.8 and 2.10, it can be

concluded that the dynamics of the equations match very well.

Besides the advantage of simple equations in the Schwarz model, another feature

which adds to its usefulness is the flexibility in the choice of defining the transition

parameter. Schwarz defines the transitional critical force as his transition parameter

and also describes other definitions which could potentially be used. This enables the

selection of a transition parameter whose definition can be based on the experimental

procedure chosen. However it can be pointed out that this flexibility results from the

physically or analytically ’undefined’ status of χ or FC . If an analytical expression

for transitional FC is derived then the transitional parameter for the Schwarz model

can be defined conclusively. In this chapter we base our choice of χ as the transition

parameter as it primarily reduces two unknown variables (w1 and w2) to one. If FC

were chosen as the transition parameter, then some information on material parame-

ters, the aim of numerous experiments, might be lost. Another advantage of choosing

χ is that usually a ratio (w1/w2) results in lesser uncertainity in experimental mea-

surement than a sum (−1.5w1 − 2w2). As mentioned, the problem with using either

FC or χ is that there is no analytical expression for them yet which should potentially

be in terms of the Maugis parameter λ or Tabor parameter, µ.

Section 2.4.3 presents an interesting modification of the COS model where the

empirical relations for Maugis’ F̂C and â0 as presented by Carpick et al. were replaced

by the exact relations as derived in this chapter. The improvement is primarily to the

unstable solution as the COS model was highly accurate for the stable solutions to

begin with. The primary drawback of such a modification to the COS model is that
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it results in a slight increase in computation time because m has to be obtained using

numerical methods for both F̂C and â0. However it is not as much as that required to

compute a complete M-D transition model and results in better accuracy. Even the

modified COS model is basically empirical like the original, because Eq. (2.9b) still

has to be used to determine α from λ, the modification merely reduces the empirical

nature slightly. For a completely accurate COS model an analytical relation would

have to be determined between λ and α to replace Eq. (2.9b).

A solution of the JKR or Schwarz relations given by Eqs. (2.4c) and (2.13)

respectively to yield z in terms of a would enable us to obtain a force-displacement,

Fapp(z), relation essential to dynamics studies [42]. However such a solution is difficult

to obtain as noted by Ebenstein and Wahl [43] and Pietrement et al. [37]. One

of the advantages of the M-D model is the relative ease in deriving a numerical

force-displacement solution. But this usefulness is limited as this relation has to

be solved numerically and the complex nature of the formulation does not give us

an entirely independent description of the dynamics involved. Based on a similar

approach as used by Carpick et al., Pietrement et al. have provided an empirical

force-displacement relation for the Maugis model [37]. Upon using the modified COS

relations from this chapter the Pietrement results too can be modified to yield a

more precise solution. The relation thus obtained can then be used to study the

dynamics of the system. It has been shown that nonlinearities play an important

role in dynamic nanoindentation processes [12] noticed from a shift in resonance

amplitudes. Therefore it makes greater sense to use relations from Pietrement et al.

modified with the relations presented in this chapter, in the study of the nonlinearities

in transitional interfacial contact between materials.

What this chapter does not address is the question of which of the two models is

better at modelling transitional contact mechanics. But it can be said with conviction

that the Schwarz model develops the dynamics involved in contact quite accurately.
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The reader perhaps might be more interested in the answer to the first question, the

answer to which lies in experimental comparisons of the two models which is beyond

the scope of this chapter.

2.6 Conclusion

We provide the expression or a method for calculation of the transitional critical force

i.e. the critical force of a transitional model. The accuracy of this critical force is

as much as the accuracy of the solution for m, a nondimensional parameter. We use

this transitional critical force to compare the Maugis and Schwarz models. While the

results do not reflect an exact similarity, they reflect that the general dynamics of

Schwarz model is the same as that of the Maugis model. This allows the conclusion

that the Schwarz model is fairly accurate for use in dynamic indentation or contact

mechanics models. Another result of the expression of transitional critical force is

its use in the COS model in reducing its empirical nature. Hence, the next chapter

uses the Schwarz model to derive the force-displacement relation, which is the main

objective of this thesis.
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Chapter 3

The force-displacement relation

3.1 Introduction

As seen from Chapter 2, the question of the better qualitative transition model, among

the Maugis and Schwarz models, has not been answered comprehensively. However

an equivalence of the dynamics of both the models was shown, as presented in [44].

For both the Maugis and Schwarz models the final expressions for force and dis-

placement are indirectly related and do not lend themselves to easy numerical ap-

proximations [27, 29, 37, 44]. The importance and need for a direct force-displacement

relationship has been discussed by Pietrement-Troyon [37], and Wahl-Ebenstein [43].

Pietrement et al. constructed an empirical force-displacement relation based on

Carpick’s [27] work (also called as the COS model). This model, though excellent

for material property characterization is not suitable for dynamic studies on force-

displacement.

The present work is motivated by the need to obtain more quantitative material
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properties from indentation testing. As shown in [9, 12, 45], measurement nonlineari-

ties from either tip-sample interactions or from the instrument transducer can result

in errors in the estimated material properties. Thus it is sometimes essential to model

the nonlinearities and separate the nonlinear effects from the material characteriza-

tion results. It has been shown by Hu et al. [46], that chaotic state can be attained

experimentally in amplitude-modulated atomic force microscope microcantilevers. A

nonlinear force-displacement relation would help in the theoretical analysis of such a

case.

Another point is that most models examining dynamic indentation still rely on

the assumption of a linear force-displacement relationship [47] or at best using a

polynomial in terms of the displacement with empirical guesses as to the coefficients

[42]. This introduces relatively large errors at the limits of the point of linearization

as shown in Fig. 3.1. Such errors can be defined and predicted accurately upon using

an exact higher order series expansion of the force-displacement relation.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of errors at a deflection (z) far from the point of linearization

(z0) arising from highly nonlinear relation while using a linear oscillator approximation

where A is the amplitude of oscillation. The sinusoid represents the variation of the

indenter load.
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The Hertzian model has a relation between force and the radius of the common

contact area (2.1a), and a separate relation between contact area radius and the

displacement (2.1b). These relations are of the second order in terms of force, and first

order in terms of displacement respectively and are trivial to solve. The DMT model

(2.6), which resembles the Hertzian model to a great extent, has similar benefits.

Direct and simple force-displacement relations can be extracted from the Hertzian

and DMT models among the traditional models, and from the Maugis model among

the transitional models. However the Maugis model presents an additional variable

which forces the use of numerical methods to solve transcendental equations. In both

the JKR and Schwarz transition models, though displacement is expressible in terms

of contact area radius, and contact area radius in terms of force, the opposite is not

possible. The difficulty lies in solving the relation between the contact area radius and

displacement which is a fourth order equation, described as a quartic or biquadratic

equation, in terms of contact area radius [27, 43].

This chapter demonstrates the existence of an exact solution to the fore-mentioned

quartic equation. It is convenient for the tip-sample interaction force to be written

as a series when performing nonlinear analysis of the dynamic equation of motion.

Thus, this work also represents the prototypical force relationships in the form of a

series expansion that is compatible with the methods for examining the dynamics of

nonlinear ordinary differential equations.

This section introduced the readers to the need for obtaining a force-displacement

relation. Some of the models for contact deformation and adhesion of particles are

reformulated for the derivation of a F̂ (ẑ) relation in the next section. At the end

of this section, the general relations between contact area radius â, and deformation

depth ẑ, have been shown to be of a quartic form. Section 3 presents the derivation

and proof of the results while section section 4 describes the Taylor’s series expansion
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of the result. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 present the analysis, observations and conclusion

to this chapter.

3.2 Theoretical development

This section reviews some of the concepts presented in Chapter 2 on the JKR and

Schwarz models of contact with the goal being to develop an understanding of the

method by which an exact and transitional force-displacement relation can be ob-

tained. It also presents the COS and Pietrement approach to a force-displacement

relationship with an intention of comparing their relation with the one derived in this

paper.

Hertz [23, 24] addressed the problem of deformation under load for contact be-

tween convex elastic materials with simple geometries using principles from contin-

uum mechanics. The result is described in Equations (2.1) and (2.3). The region of

the Lennard-Jones potential distribution considered by this model has been shown in

Fig. 2.1. The JKR model introduced the work done by short range adhesive forces

between the surfaces in their model using the δ function. They were able to present

Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) by considering the surface energy of the materials undergoing

contact for a simplified model of a sphere and plane.

The DMT model [32–34] assumed that the long range forces do not change the

adhesion profile significantly in addition to the short range forces being negligible.

This implied that the deformation profile remained Hertzian with the attractive long

range van der Waals force being accounted for in the net Hertzian force. Hence, the

difference between the Hertzian and DMT models is that the effective load increases

by the value of critical force in the DMT model. The value of FDMT
C was found to be

−2πRγ [17, 29, 38]. Hence the DMT model provides the Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7).
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This section reviewed the basics of the theory and formulation behind the Hertz,

JKR and DMT models. It can be noticed here that the Hertz and DMT models result

in equations which yield force-displacement relations easily as Eqs. (2.1b) and (2.6c)

are simple second order quadratic relations. However Eq. (2.4c) in the JKR model,

which represents z in terms of a is hard to solve as the relation in not a simple second

order one. And this results in the difficulty in obtaining a force-displacement (F − z)

relation. The next section discusses some basic ideas behind the Maugis and Schwarz

models and presents a reformulation of the Schwarz model to obtain a F̂ (ẑ) relation.

3.2.1 The Maugis, COS-Pietrement and Schwarz transition

models

The models discussed in this section generally describe transition models for materials

showing behavior that cannot be accounted for by either the JKR and the DMT

models individually but by a combination of both. This is done commonly by defining

a transition parameter for the material which bridges the behavior from JKR-like to

DMT-like. One of the first such transition model was presented by Maugis [29,

35], which considered the problem of contact on the basis of fracture mechanics. It

assumes that the molecular interaction law can be approximated by a simple Dugdale

step function instead of the more complicated Lennard-Jones interaction. Using this

approximation it was shown that both the DMT and JKR models could be recovered

by applying appropriate transition considerations.

The transition parameter used by Maugis, λ, is very similar to the µ parameter

used by Tabor [48] and represents the DMT model when λ→ 0 and the JKR model

when λ→∞. Maugis’ theory is presented in the form of non-dimensional equations

which introduces a variable m in addition to λ and the variables given in Eqs. (2.2).

The variable m is defined as c/a where c is the equilibrium crack opening distance.
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So there are three relations, Eqs. (2.8a), (2.8b) and (2.8c), for three variables (F̂app,

ẑ and m) which are numerically solvable. The results for the Maugis model was

presented in Fig. 2.4.

It can be noticed from the equations that F̂ − ẑ relations can be obtained rather

simply in terms of m and λ by solving the equation (2.8c), quadratic in â. The only

difficulty is in the numerical nature of such a force-displacement relation.

It can also be observed that the nondimensional model which results from a partic-

ular value of λ is always going to have a constant form. This allows the development

of a simple and high-accuracy empirical model which removes the numerical nature

of the original Maugis solution. Such a model was presented by Carpick et al. [27]

by assuming an empirical form of the force-contact area relationship and numerically

interpolating the results to the Maugis solution. The main advantages of the COS

model are the close fit for the stable M-D solutions and the reduced time taken for

numerical computation. Pietrement et al. [37] extended the COS model to provide a

relation between contact area radius and displacement for a transition case.

Tabor had noted that the primary error in the JKR model was that it did not

consider the long range forces acting outside contact, and the error in DMT model

was the neglect of the contribution of short range forces to deformation. Moreover,

both the JKR and DMT models resulted in different values of critical forces. To take

this into account, Schwarz considered the contribution of the short and long range

forces to the interaction potential to be equal to w1 and w2 respectively. Hence the

sum of the individual contributions accounts for the entire surface energy of materials

i.e. w1 + w2 = γ. It also assumes that the contribution to the critical force by the

long range forces is constant and equal to the value arrived at by the DMT model i.e.

FDMT
C = −2πRw2. We redescribe the equations for the Schwarz model presented in

Chapter 2 as a different transition parameter is going to be used here.
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Using an approach similar to the one used in the development of the JKR model,

the Schwarz model increases the external load acting outside the contact area by a

value of the aforementioned FDMT
C . Similarly, the contribution to the critical force

due to the short range forces is found to be similar to the critical force in the JKR

model, i.e. F JKR
C = −3πRw1/2. This gives the FC for his model as,

FC = −3

2
πRw1 − 2πRw2 (3.1)

where,

γ = w1 + w2. (3.2)

If the work done due to short range potential is considered zero, i.e. w1 = 0 then

FC reduces to FDMT
C and if the work due to long range potential is zero, i.e. w2 = 0

then it becomes F JKR
C . Thus the value of FC acts as the transition parameter in the

Schwarz model.

The difference between the consideration of interatomic potentials by the Maugis

and Schwarz models can be noted in Fig. 2.1 where the Maugis model is represented

by a potential well but the Schwarz model is represented by the summation of the δ

function as in the JKR model and the long range part as in the DMT model. So by

incrementing the load acting between the surfaces and using an approach similar to

Muller et al. [33], Schwarz gives,

a =

(
R

K

)1/3 (√
3FC + 6πRγ ±

√
Fapp − FC

)2/3

, (3.3a)

z =
a2

R
− 4

√
πa

3K

(
Fc

πR
+ 2γ

)
. (3.3b)

Similar to the reformulation of the Schwarz model presented in Sec. 2.2.2, let us

consider φ = w1/γ to reduce the number of variables. Then

w1 = φγ, (3.4)

w2 = (1− φ)γ. (3.5)
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So φ becomes the nondimensional transition parameter in the Schwarz model (similar

to the COS model transition parameter). It represents the DMT model as φ→ 0 and

the JKR model when φ → 1 as well as the percent contribution of the short range

forces to the surface energy of the material. The transition parameter φ is related

to the τ1 transition parameter discussed by Schwarz as φ = τ 2
1 and the parameter χ

presented in Chapter 2 by φ = χ/(χ + 1).

The above formalization reduces FC in the Schwarz model to,

FC =
φ− 4

2
πRγ. (3.6)

Thus Eq. (3.3b) becomes,

z =
a2

R
−
√

8πaφγ

3K
. (3.7)

It can be observed from Eq. (3.7) that the displacement only depends on the short

range part of the attraction potential i.e. w1 or φγ, which is the same as what the

JKR theory assumes.

If we nondimensionalize Eqs. (3.7) and (3.3a) using Eqs. (2.2), we get,

â =

(√
3φ

2
±
√

F̂app −
φ− 4

2

) 2
3

, (3.8a)

ẑ = â2 −
√

8φâ

3
. (3.8b)

It can be clearly seen from Eq. (3.8b) that the Schwarz model will give more or less

the same results as the JKR model for z̃ − ã relations due to its similarity with Eq.

(2.5b).

Going back to our objective of determining a force-displacement relation and

examining the models discussed above, it can be said that of the transitional models,

the Maugis model gives us a force-displacement relation easily. However it is difficult

to obtain analytical results since it involves solution to transcendental equations.
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Similarly, the disadvantage of using the COS and Pietrement models primarily lies in

their empirical nature which would lead to erroneous results in dynamic or nonlinear

studies. This primarily illustrates our reason for choosing the Schwarz transition

model to yield a force-displacement relation.

It is evident that displacement can be calculated from a knowledge of the applied

load from Eqs. (3.8a) and (3.8b). However, given displacement, one would have to

solve Eq. (3.8b) to allow the calculation of â from a knowledge of ẑ to obtain F̂app

using (from a rearrangement of Eq. (3.8a)),

F̂app = â3 −
√

6â
3
2 − 2(1− φ). (3.9)

Eqn. (3.8b) can be rearranged to give,

â4 − 2ẑâ2 − 8φ

3
â + ẑ2 = 0. (3.10)

By considering â = ãφ
1
3 and ẑ = z̃φ

2
3 to simplify Eq. (3.10), we get,

ã4 − 2z̃ã2 − 8

3
ã + z̃2 = 0. (3.11)

The Eq. (3.11) is a biquadratic or depressed quartic equation in ã and z̃ which

has an established solution in literature [49].

This section discussed the different models for contact deformation along with

their formulations. An equivalence of the relation between a and z was also shown to

exist between the JKR and the Schwarz models. The solution to Eq. (3.11) is given

in the next section.
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3.3 Derivation of an expression for force in terms

of displacement

Pietrement et al. [37] and Ebenstein et al. [43] have mentioned the need for a

usable force-displacement relation for transitional contact in their work. Some of the

principal models of contact were presented in the previous section to help choose a

model from which such a force-displacement relation might be derived. The reasons

for choosing the Schwarz model for transitional contact were also discussed. It was

also shown that a quartic equation, Eq. (3.11), would have to be solved to obtain

a force-displacement relation. This section provides an analytical solution to Eq.

(3.11), which lets us express ã in terms of z̃. This allows us to find the expression for

force F̂ in terms of displacement ẑ using Eq. (3.9).

Eqn. (3.11) can be solved by using Ferrari’s method [49] of solution for a bi-

quadratic equation. The actual solution is presented in Appendix B. Suitable sub-

stitutions allow us to shorten the original solution. This yields four solutions for ã in

terms of z̃, denoted here by ãi.

ãi = ±

√
z̃

3

(
1 + Z̃ +

1

Z̃

)
±

√√√√√− z̃

3

(
Z̃ +

1

Z̃
− 2

)
± 2

3

√
z̃
3

(
1 + Z̃ + 1

Z̃

) (3.12)

where Z̃, a non-dimensional constant depending on the value of z̃, is,

Z̃ =

1 +
3

2z̃3
+

√(
3

2z̃3

)2

+ 2

(
3

2z̃3

) 1
3

. (3.13)

This expression for Z̃ has been chosen to simplify the final expression for ãi. However

this choice results in a discontinuity at z̃ = 0. It is fairly simple to get rid of this

discontinuity by applying the limiting condition to z̃Z̃ instead of Z̃. Furthermore,

though it is possible to define Z̃ such that this discontinuity does not appear, it results

in a more complicated expression for ãi.
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The four solutions, ã1, ã2...ã4 have the form,

ã1 = −

√
z̃

3

(
1 + Z̃ +

1

Z̃

)
−

√√√√√− z̃

3

(
Z̃ +

1

Z̃
− 2

)
− 2

3

√
z̃
3

(
1 + Z̃ + 1

Z̃

) (3.14a)

ã2 = −

√
z̃

3

(
1 + Z̃ +

1

Z̃

)
+

√√√√√− z̃

3

(
Z̃ +

1

Z̃
− 2

)
− 2

3

√
z̃
3

(
1 + Z̃ + 1

Z̃

) (3.14b)

ã3 =

√
z̃

3

(
1 + Z̃ +

1

Z̃

)
−

√√√√√− z̃

3

(
Z̃ +

1

Z̃
− 2

)
+

2

3

√
z̃
3

(
1 + Z̃ + 1

Z̃

) (3.14c)

ã4 =

√
z̃

3

(
1 + Z̃ +

1

Z̃

)
+

√√√√√− z̃

3

(
Z̃ +

1

Z̃
− 2

)
+

2

3

√
z̃
3

(
1 + Z̃ + 1

Z̃

) . (3.14d)

A solution to Eq. (3.11) has to be real and physically possible. There are algebraic

methods provided by Descartes and Ferrari [49], which check for the existence of

imaginary solutions. However we merely provide observational proof of the physically

possible solutions for the purpose of this chapter.

An interesting observation from Eq. (3.13) is that for Z̃ to be real, z̃ ≥ − (3/4)1/3

(or ẑ ≥ − (3φ2/4)
1/3

). This corresponds to the minimum value of displacement in the

fixed grips analysis presented by Maugis [29, 35]. This has been shown in Fig. 2.3

using φ = 1 for the JKR model.

It is easy to see that,

lim
z̃→0

ãi(z̃) = 3−
1
3 ±

√
−(3−

2
3 )± 2(3−

2
3 ). (3.15)

So, we get imaginary values of ã1 and ã2 and real values of ã3 and ã4 when z̃ = 0 from

Eq. (3.15). This implies that the mathematical solutions ã1 and ã2 can be neglected

from consideration as they yield imaginary and non-physical values. The values for ã3

and ã4 are 0 and 2(3−1/3) at z̃ = 0 respectively. Both these values are real solutions

to Eq. (3.11). So both ã3 and ã4 are possible solutions. This observation has been
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illustrated in Fig. 3.2 which shows that for ã1 and ã2, the imaginary parts exist, but

for ã3 and ã4, the imaginary part is equal to zero i.e. they are the real solutions.

The values of ã3 given by Eq. (3.14c) for − (3/4)1/3 ≤ z̃ ≤ 0 corresponds to

the unstable part, and the values of ã4 given by Eq. (3.14d) for z̃ ≥ − (3/4)1/3

corresponds to the stable part of the JKR or Schwarz models. This has been shown

in Fig. 3.3, where the two solutions corresponding to ã3 and ã4 are represented by a

dashed and continuous black line. The two solutions have been compared with the

results from the JKR model (from Fig. 2.3(a)) in Fig. 3.4.

Hence the acceptable solution to the quartic equation is,

ã3/4 =

√
z̃

3

(
1 + Z̃ +

1

Z̃

)
±

√√√√√− z̃

3

(
Z̃ +

1

Z̃
− 2

)
+

2

3

√
z̃
3

(
1 + Z̃ + 1

Z̃

) . (3.16)

For most considerations, ã4 is the physically real and stable solution to the quartic

equation, and further reference to ã in this chapter refers to ã4.

This section presented the solution to the quartic equation and examined the

roots for a real existence. In the next section we show that Eq. (3.16) can be further

reduced to a simple analytical form.

3.3.1 Further simplification of the ã(z̃) relation

Using suitable algebraic transformations (as given in Appendix C) it can be shown

that

ã = 3−
1
3 p−

2
3

(
p±

√
2p− 1

)
, (3.17)

where p is a nondimensional number which depends on z̃ as,

z̃ = 3−
2
3 p−

4
3

(
p2 − 1

)
. (3.18)
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Figure 3.2: A graphical representation of the imaginary and real parts of the four

solutions obtained from solving the quartic equation (3.11).
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Figure 3.3: This figure shows the combined solution to the quartic equation as given

by Eqs. (3.14c) (black dashed line) and (3.14d) (black solid line). The gray dashed

line represents the non-physical unstable solutions also obtained from Eq. (3.14c).

In Eq. (3.18) z̃ is dependent on p. The relations,

p =

√
1 +

3Z̃

(Z̃ − 1)2
, (3.19a)

Z̃ =

1 +
3

2z̃3
+

√(
3

2z̃3

)2

+ 2

(
3

2z̃3

) 1
3

, (3.19b)

present p as a variable dependent on the value of z̃. Due to their mathematical

similarity with Eq. (3.16), Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) also reproduce Fig. 3.4 accurately.

We discussed the solution to the quartic equation (3.11) in this section. We could

demonstrate that both the stable and unstable branches of the Schwarz (consequently

JKR) model could be reproduced using the expressions for ã4 and ã3 given here. It

was also shown that both ã and z̃ could be reformulated in simpler expressions, Eqs.

(3.17) and (3.18), in terms of a nondimensional variable p. In the next section we

use these equations to obtain a series expression for force in terms of displacement.

The reason why it is more useful to express z̃ in terms of p as in Eq. (3.18) is also

discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.4: This figure shows a comparison of ã and F̃ obtained by using (3.9) and

(3.16) and those obtained by using the original JKR model. The solid black line

denotes the relations presented by the original model, and the black circles denote

the stable solutions from the values of ã4 and the grey markers denote the unstable

solutions obtained using ã3. The grey crosses are used to represent non-physical

unstable solutions while the grey circles are for the physical unstable solutions.
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3.4 Taylor series expansion of F (z)

This section provides the series expansion of the force-displacement relation as ob-

tained in the last section. The form of series expansion presented in this section allows

the determination of material parameters (γ, K and φ) from experimental data.

The series expansion of F (z) about z = z0 is given by,

F = F (z0) +

(
∂F

∂z

)
z=z0

(z − z0) +

(
∂2F

∂z2

)
z=z0

(z − z0)
2

2
+

(
∂3F

∂z3

)
z=z0

(z − z0)
3

6
(3.20)

F = C0 + C1(z − z0) +
C2

2
(z − z0)

2 +
C3

6
(z − z0)

3. (3.21)

Eqs. (3.9), (3.17) and (3.18) gives us F̃ (ã), ã(p) and z̃(p) respectively, which can

be written as,

F̂ = â3 −
√

6â
3
2 − 2(1− φ) (3.22a)

â =

(
φ

3p2

)1/3(
p +

√
2p− 1

)
(3.22b)

ẑ =

(
φ

3p2

)2/3(
p2 − 1

)
. (3.22c)

This implies,

F = K1

[
â3 −

√
6â

3
2 − 2(1− φ)

]
(3.23a)

a = K2

[(
φ

3p2

)1/3(
p +

√
2p− 1

)]
(3.23b)

z = K3

[(
φ

3p2

)2/3(
p2 − 1

)]
, (3.23c)

where K1, K2 and K3 are constants for a particular transition model determined from

Eqs. (2.2) respectively. The values of the coefficients of the series expansion, Ci, can
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be determined from,

C1 =
∂F

∂z
=

∂F

∂â

∂â

∂p

∂p

∂ẑ

∂ẑ

∂z
=

∂(K1F̂ )

∂â

∂a

∂p

∂p

∂ẑ

(
∂ẑ

∂z

)
=

∂F̂

∂â

∂â

∂p

∂p

∂ẑ

(
K1

K3

)
(3.24a)

C2 =
∂2F

∂z2
=

(
K1

K2
3

)[
∂2F̂

∂â2

(
∂â

∂p

∂p

∂ẑ

)2

+
∂F̂

∂â

∂2â

∂p2

(
∂p

∂ẑ

)2

+
∂F̂

∂â

∂â

∂p

∂2p

∂ẑ2

]
(3.24b)

C3 =
∂3F

∂z3
=

(
K1

K3
3

)[
∂3F̂

∂â3

(
∂â

∂p

∂p

∂ẑ

)3

+
∂F̂

∂â

∂3â

∂p3

(
∂p

∂ẑ

)3

+
∂F̂

∂â

∂â

∂p

∂3p

∂ẑ3
+

3
∂p

∂ẑ

{
∂2F̂

∂â2

∂â

∂p

∂2â

∂p2

(
∂p

∂ẑ

)2

+
∂2F̂

∂â2

(
∂â

∂p

)2
∂2p

∂ẑ2
+

∂F̂

∂â

∂2â

∂p2

∂2p

∂ẑ2

}]
(3.24c)

Eqs. (3.24a), (3.24b) and (3.24c) represent the coefficients of the series expansion.

The reason for choosing Eq. (3.18) (or (3.23c)) over Eq. (3.19a) and Eq. (3.19b) is

because it is easy to obtain ∂p
∂z

and its higher order differentials using Eq. (3.18) than

the others. The Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 show the series expansion about different values of

ẑ0 for a nondimensionalized Eq. (3.20) for φ = 1 i.e. the JKR model and φ = 0.05

i.e. the DMT model. The values of the first, second and third order differentials for

F̃ wrt â, â wrt p, and p wrt ẑ, are given in Appendix D.

This section presented a method of calculating the Taylor’s series coefficients of

the series expansion of force in terms of displacement. In the next section we discuss

some of the observations and results from the analysis presented so far.

3.5 Discussion

As given in Section 3.1, the objective of this chapter is to determine a functional

force-displacement relation. Section 3.2 presented the principal models of contact

and a reformulation of the Schwarz model. It was also demonstrated in this section

that a solution to the quartic equation described in terms of contact area radius and

displacement, would be required to meet the stated objective. The proof of such a
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Figure 3.5: Series expansion about ẑ0 = 0, 10, 100, 600 for φ = 1. The solid line

represents the actual force-displacement relation for the transitional model while the

line marked with circles represents the results obtained from the series expansion

from Eq. (3.20). The dashed line represents a linear approximation of the force-

displacement relation.
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Figure 3.6: Series expansion about ẑ0 = 0, 10, 100, 600 for φ = 0.05 i.e. DMT

model. This can be compared with Fig. 3.5 which was for φ = 1.
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solution along with a reformulation of the original JKR model and the transitional

Schwarz model in terms of a nondimensional parameter was presented in Section 3.3.

Using these new relations, an analytical series expansion of the applied force was

derived in Section 3.4. This section discusses some observations regarding the series

expression. Finally, a comparison with a linear expansion and a method to determine

material parameters from the series coefficients are also discussed.

While computing the force expression presented in Eq. (3.20) ẑ has to be nec-

essarily greater or equal to − (3φ2/4)
1/3

. Fig. 2.3 clearly shows that for values of

ẑ < − (3φ2/4)
1/3

the force cannot be real i.e. the indenter tip and sample lose con-

tact. It also follows that in the calculation of the displacement from the applied

force in the original JKR or Schwarz models, the applied load cannot be lower than

the critical force for that model. The mathematical reason for this has been already

discussed in Section 3.3.

The series expression is a cubic expression. This cubic nature becomes evident

in Figures 3.5(a) and 3.6(a), where the two stationary points are seen clearly. One

stationary point corresponds closely with the critical force for that value of φ in the

transition model.

As presented by Hazra-Mann [44], the values of critical forces for different transi-

tional models can be recovered by considering the expansion about ẑ = 0 for any φ

and minimizing Eq. 3.20. This would give,

dFz0=0

dz
=

d

dz

(
C0 + C1z +

C2

2
z2 +

C3

6
z3

)
= C1 + C2z +

C3

2
z2. (3.25)

The solution to the quadratic which will give the minimum force will be,

z =
−C2 −

√
C2

2 − 2C1C3

C3

. (3.26)

The minimum force obtained from this relation for φ = 1 and φ = 0.05 are −1.507

and −1.9973. Both these values are nearly equal to the critical forces from the
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JKR and DMT models respectively. It must be noted that this is only true for

the series expression about ẑ0 = 0; only there, is the third order expression able to

capture the minimum value of force. This also indicates the validity of the derivation

and expressions presented in this chapter. Determination of the critical force is not

possible with a linear expression at all.

Most models examining contact in dynamic indentation and force microscopy

[47, 50–52] prefer to either linearize the force-displacement relation or use an easy

relation for force in terms of displacement. For example the Hertz model (Eqs. (2.1a),

(2.1b)) and the DMT model (Eqs. (2.6), (2.6c)) are well favored. As of yet, the

authors are not aware of any dynamic analysis carried out using transitional models

for contact. This has been primarily due to the difficulty in analytically obtaining

the force-displacement series relation.

Figure 3.7 shows a comparison between the magnitude of error generated by both

the series approximation and the linear approximation of force. This figure corre-

sponds to Fig. 3.5 which shows the series approximation for the JKR model. The

error is calculated as

Error =
Factual − Fseries

Factual

. (3.27)

This also explains the singularity that appears in Fig. 3.7(a) close to ẑ = 1.1. It

occurs where Factual becomes zero as shown in Fig. 3.5(a). This matches well with

the analytical value of ẑ = (4/3)1/3 for the JKR model.

It can be noticed that error increases for low values of displacement for both the

series and linear expressions. This can be easily explained by the effect of surface

energy which gets more pronounced i.e. the actual force displacement curve from

the Schwarz model is highly nonlinear for low values of ẑ. For large displacements,

the magnitude of error decreases for the same reason, i.e. the tip is farther away

from the surface or that the force-displacement relation is increasingly linear for
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Figure 3.7: The error between the forces calculated from the Schwarz transition model

and the series expression from Eq. (3.20). The errors are shown for the same case as

presented in Fig. 3.5. As ẑ0 increases the magnitude of errors decrease. The error

from the series expansion, shown by a solid line, is always lesser than the error from

a linear expression, shown by the − · −· line, except for (a).
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Figure 3.8: The difference between the error (compared to the actual Schwarz transi-

tion model) from the series force expression and the linearized force expression. The

plots here represent the same case for φ = 1.0 as in Fig. 3.5 and 3.7. The error dif-

ference is plotted within ẑ ± 0.4ẑ0 for a represention of the displacement amplitude.

It can be noted that errors are greater for low values of ẑ0 same as in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.9: The difference between the error (compared to the actual Schwarz transi-

tion model) from the series force expression and the linearized force expression. The

plots here represent the same case for φ = 0.05 as in Fig. 3.6. The error difference is

plotted within ẑ ± 0.4ẑ0 for a represention of the displacement amplitude.

increasing ẑ. The difference between the errors from the cubic series and linear series

approximations for both cases of φ = 1 and φ = 0.05 are plotted in Figures 3.8 and

3.9 respectively.

Since for both Fig. 3.8 and 3.9, Error(Fseries) ≤ Error(Flinear), the error dif-

ference is negative. Not surprisingly, the figures clearly show the superiority of the

series expression over a linear expression and give a comprehensive idea about the

magnitude of errors involved.

One of the motivations of this chapter is to improve material characterization

procedures. The dynamic response of the material determined experimentally, can be
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fitted to a third-order polynomial of the form presented in Eq. (3.20). The accuracy

of the third-order over the linear expansion has been presented above. This allows us

to use the series coefficients to determine material properties.

Let fi denote any function, then Eqs. (3.24a), (3.24b) and (3.24c) can be described

as,

C1 =

(
K1

K3

)
f1(p) (3.28a)

C2 =

(
K1

K2
3

)
f2(p) (3.28b)

C3 =

(
K1

K3
3

)
f3(p) (3.28c)

There are three equations and three variables, K1, K3 and p. These equations

will have a non-trivial solution and can be solved numerically. The value of φ can

be found from C0. Using this approach one can solve for the material parameters γ,

φ and K when the values of R and C0, C1, C2 and C3 are known from experiment.

The primary drawback of this method is the extensive numerical interpolation which

needs to be carried out to solve for the value of p, K1 and K3. It is interesting to

note that at least a third order expansion is necessary for the force expression. Also,

any higher order expansion would present us with redundant results. This analysis is

not presented here as it is not within the scope of this chapter.

A problem with the expressions presented in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.24) is that they

cannot be used for φ = 0 i.e. the DMT model. This is because the expressions for

force, contact area radius and displacement will all be equal to zero. However this

does not pose any serious analytical issues as most non-ideal materials always show

a tendency to lie between, and are not exclusively, the JKR or DMT models. This is

similar to the issue in the Maugis model where the JKR model could never be ideally

represented as it is obtained only for λ = ∞. Depending upon the question being

studied, either the original or reformulated Schwarz models given by Eqs. (3.3) and
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(3.8) respectively, can be used to obtain the JKR and DMT models accurately.

3.6 Conclusions

A reformulation of the Schwarz transitional model for elastic adhesive contact has

been presented. This reformulation allows us to express the transitional model (hence

the JKR model) in terms of a nondimensional parameter. A third-order series expan-

sion of the force in terms of displacement was derived based on the aforementioned

reformulation. The validity of the expression was concluded from being able to re-

calculate the critical force for the transition model. This series expansion was also

shown to be highly accurate compared to a linear expansion. Finally a high accuracy

method of experimental material parameter estimation based on the coefficients of

the third-order force expression was outlined.
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Chapter 4

Summary and conclusions

4.1 Summary

The aim of the present work was to establish a force-displacement relation for

a transitional adhesive contact model. For this purpose, various models of non-

adhesive/adhesive contact were examined. The criterion used for examining the ac-

curacy of the models was based on critical force which is an intrinsic property of

any material and independent of mathematical considerations. It was shown that

among the models, the Schwarz transitional model is the best suited for obtaining

a transitional contact model. A primary drawback which prevented the use of the

Schwarz model was that it is not a well-established experimental model. So the criti-

cal force for an already established transitional model is determined with the intention

of comparing it with the Schwarz model.

The comparison showed that the Schwarz model replicates the established model

quite accurately. This allowed us to derive a force-displacement relation from the

Schwarz model. The Schwarz model (and consequently the JKR model) was then
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formalized in terms of a nondimensional parameter. Next, a method was shown by

which an analytical third-order series expansion of the force-displacement could be

derived. This derived series expression for transitional force was then compared with

a first-order linear force-displacement approximation. This comparison allowed us

to draw favorable conclusions towards the accuracy of the derived expression thus

meeting our research objective.

4.2 Conclusions

We derive a new analytical expression of the transitional critical force i.e. the critical

force in a transitional model, in the first chapter. The accuracy of this critical force

expression depends on the computational accuracy of the solution for m, a nondimen-

sional parameter. We provide several analytical and computational proofs that both

the method used to derive the expression, and the final expression itself, are valid.

This transitional critical force is then used to compare the Maugis and Schwarz

models. While the results do not reflect an exact similarity, they reflect that the gen-

eral dynamics of Schwarz model is the same as that of the Maugis model. This allows

the conclusion that the Schwarz model is fairly accurate for use in dynamic inden-

tation or contact mechanics models. Another result of the expression of transitional

critical force is its use in the COS model in reducing its empirical nature.

A new reformulation of the Schwarz transitional model for elastic adhesive contact

is then presented in the third chapter. This reformulation allows us to express the

transitional model (hence the JKR model) in terms of a nondimensional parameter

from which an analytical force-displacement expression is derived. The validity of

the reformulation and the derivation of the force-displacement relation is established

through extensive mathematical proofs and computational comparisons.
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A third-order series expansion of the force in terms of displacement is then de-

rived based on the aforementioned reformulation. The validity of the expression is

concluded from being able to recalculate the critical forces for any transition model.

This series expansion is also shown to be highly accurate compared to a linear expan-

sion. Finally a high accuracy method of experimental material parameter estimation

based on the coefficients of the third-order force expression is outlined.

4.3 Future work

Most models for AFM and nanoindentation have been traditionally limited to the

use of either the DMT or JKR models respectively. Neither have transitional contact

models been applied to those techniques satisfactorily. This was due to the complex

nature of the formulation in the models which did not yield the force expression

in terms of displacement easily. The work presented here allows for more realistic

physical analysis of atomic force microscopy and nanoindentation techniques in their

various modes of operations. Other topics which have not been considered here relate

to the validity of assumptions used in the models.

The very nature of the continuum contact model can be questioned. With recent

developments in atomic force microscopy and surface imaging techniques [19, 20, 52–

56] it has been made clear that continuum models are insufficient to deal with atomic

forces [41, 57–61]. Another basic assumption which renders the usefullness of this

thesis limited, is that of elasticity of materials [62–66]. Though most traditional

engineering materials fall under the aegis of elastic behavior, the new spectrum of

organic materials do not. Preliminary investigations have shown relevance of the

JKR and DMT models to biological materials too [67, 68].

The present thesis essentially does not include the dynamical and experimental
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analysis of the derived force-displacement relation. A future goal could be to val-

idate the expression experimentally or an investigation into the dynamics of AFM

and indentation models could be carried out and compared to current experimental

literature [46]. The following section briefly outlines some existing literature and how

the work presented in this thesis could contribute to them.

4.3.1 Development of high fidelity experimental and nonlin-

ear material characterization techniques

The analytical model for dynamic nanoindentation shown in Fig. 1.2, as presented

in [12, 45] is given by the equation of motion for the middle plate

mz̈ + cż + kz + h(z, ż) =
εrεoA

2

[
V 2

B

(d0 − z)2
− V 2

T

(d0 + z)2

]
. (4.1)

Here, A, εr, εo, VB/T and d0 are the capacitor plate area, permittivity constant

of vacuum, relative permittivity constant of air, voltages applied to the bottom and

top plate of transducer and initial gap spacing between the plates at zero volt equi-

librium position respectively. The first modal mass, first modal stiffness, tip sample

contact force and viscous damping coefficient are represented as m, k, h(z, ż) and c

respectively. During dynamic nanoindentation, a voltage is applied across the middle

and bottom plates while the voltage on the top plate is set to zero. The potential

difference between the middle and bottom plates can be represented by a sum of a

constant and a harmonic component as VB = VDC + VAC cos Ωt. As shown in Eq.

(4.1), the input to the system is

V 2
B =

(
V 2

DC +
V 2

AC

2

)
+ 2VDCVAC cos Ωt +

V 2
AC

2
cos 2Ωt. (4.2)

If instead of using the DMT-interaction (from [51]) as given in [12, 45], we use Eq.
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3.20 and the nonlinear restoring force = k0 + k1z + k2z
2 + k3z

3, we get,

mz̈+cż+(k1+C1)z+(k2+C2)z
2+(k3+C3)z

3 =
εrεoA

2

[
V 2

B

(d0 − z)2

]
−(C0+k0). (4.3)

This can be further nondimensionalized by introducing τ = ω1t where ω1 =√
(k1 + C1)/m and z = yd0.

y′′ + 2ζy′ + y +
C2d0

mω2
1

y2 +
C3d

2
0

mω2
1

y3 =
1

mω2
1d0

[
εrεoA

2d2
0

V 2
B

(1− y)2
− (C0 + k0)

]
(4.4)

y′′ + 2ζy′ + y + αy2 + βy3 = F0 +
1

(1− y)2
[F1 + F2 cos γτ + F3 cos 2γτ ] (4.5)

Here, 2ζ = c/(mω1) is a damping term and γ = Ω/ω1 is the ratio of excitation to

the transducer’s primary natural frequency. Also α = C2d0/(mω2
1), β = C3d

2
0/(mω2

1),

F0 = −(C0 +k0)/(mω2
1d0), F1 = κ (V 2

DC + (V 2
AC/2)), F2 = 2κVDCVAC , F3 = (V 2

ACκ)/2

and κ = (εrεoA)/(2mω2
1d

3
0).

The damping coefficient c can be derived from the squeeze film damping model

given in [10] by,

c = 2aL
8µH

β2r2
0

(
1 +

3r4
0K(β)

16Hh3

)[
1− l

a
tanh

(a

l

)]
. (4.6)

Here µ is the coefficient of viscosity of air which is assumed to fill the space between

the capacitive plates, and the rest of the terms are associated with the dimensions of

the plates and holes on the plate.

The equation (4.5) is a forced, damped nonlinear oscillator. Subsequent dynamic

analysis can be performed along with characterization techniques as outlined in [9,

12, 45]. Similar models can be constructed for in-contact scanning probe microscopy

techniques as have been outlined in [21, 22, 69–80]
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Appendix A

Derivation of F̂C for fixed grips

Upon using Eq. (2.8c) to differentiate ẑ for â and following a similar method of

derivation of âC for fixed grips we obtain a quadratic equation of the form of Eq.

(2.26) with the coefficients being,

A =
2

λ

[
m cos−1

(
1

m

)
+

√
m2 − 1

m

]
. (A.1a)

B = −8

3
+

4

m
+

2m cos−1
(

1
m

)
3
√

m2 − 1
, (A.1b)

= −8

3

(m− 1)

m
+

2λA

3
√

m2 − 1
.

C = − 16λ(m− 1)

9m
√

m2 − 1
. (A.1c)

This gives âC and F̂C for fixed grips as,

âC =
4λ

3

[
m− 1√

m2 − 1 + m2 arccos 1
m

]
, (A.2a)

F̂C = â2
Cλ

(
4(m− 1)

3M1

−M1

)
, (A.2b)

where M1 is given by Eq. (2.20a). Using Eq. (A.2a) in Eq. (2.31) and solving for m,

the values for âC and F̂C for the case of fixed grips can be obtained.
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Appendix B

Form of the solution

The actual solution is a large expression,

Figure B.1: The roots of the quartic equation as ãi(z̃)

It can be observed that it has the following repeated term, which can be reduced

through,

(
3 + 2z̃3 +

√
9 + 12z̃3

) 1
3

= 2
1
3 z̃

1 +
3

2z̃3
+

√(
3

2z̃3

)2

+ 2

(
3

2z̃3

) 1
3

(B.1)

= 2
1
3 z̃Z̃

The solution to the quartic equation given in Fig. B.1 can be reduced using Eq. (B.1)
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to a more expressible form as,

ãi = ±

√
z̃

3

(
1 + Z̃ +

1

Z̃

)
±

√√√√√− z̃

3

(
Z̃ +

1

Z̃
− 2

)
± 2

3

√
z̃
3

(
1 + Z̃ + 1

Z̃

) (B.2)

where, Z̃ =

(
1 + 3

2z̃3 +
√(

3
2z̃3

)2
+ 2

(
3

2z̃3

)) 1
3
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Appendix C

Derivation of Eq. (3.17)-(3.18)

Let 3/2z̃3 be denoted by x. Then Eq. (3.13) becomes,

Z̃ =
(
1 + x +

√
x2 + 2x

) 1
3

(C.1)

This gives,

x =
3

2z̃3
=

(Z̃3 − 1)2

2Z̃3
=

(Z̃ − 1)2

2Z̃

(
Z̃2 + Z̃ + 1

Z̃

)2

(C.2)

If we denote (Z̃ + 1/Z̃ + 1) and (Z̃ + 1/Z̃ − 2) in Eq. (3.16) by u and v respectively,

then we get,

3

z̃3
= vu2, (C.3)

from Eq. (C.2). Replacing Eq. (C.3) in Eq. (3.16), and using the relation u/v = p2,

we get,

ã = 3−
1
3 p−

2
3

(
p +

√
2p− 1

)
. (C.4)

We can also express p in terms of Z̃ as,

p2 = 1 +
3Z̃

(Z̃ − 1)2
. (C.5)
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This gives,

Z̃ +
1

Z̃
=

2p2 + 1

p2 − 1
. (C.6)

It can be noticed that 1/Z̃ =
(
1 + x−

√
x2 + 2x

) 1
3 . Let 1/Z̃ = ¯̃Z. This gives,(

Z̃ +
1

Z̃

)3

=
(
Z̃ + ¯̃Z

)3

= 2(1 + x) + 3(Z̃ + ¯̃Z). (C.7)

Using Eq. (C.6) in Eq. (C.7), we can obtain,

x =
3

2z̃3
=

27p4

2(p2 − 1)3
, (C.8)

which gives,

z̃ = 3−
2
3 p−

4
3

(
p2 − 1

)
. (C.9)
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Appendix D

Taylor series coefficients

To calculate C0, C1, C2 and C3 from Equations 3.23a, 3.24a, 3.24b and 3.24c, we can

simply use the first second and third differentials of F̂ , â and p with respect to â, p

and ẑ respectively. These could be easily derived by using symbolic math packages

and are given here for completeness:

∂F̂

∂â
= 3â2 − 3

2
(6φâ)

1
2 (D.1a)

∂2F̂

∂â2
= 6â− 3

4

(
6φ

â

) 1
2

(D.1b)

∂3F̂

∂â3
= 6 +

3

8

(
6φ

â3

) 1
2

(D.1c)

∂â

∂p
=

φ
1
3 3

2
3

9p
5
3

[
√

2p− 1p− p + 2]

(2p− 1)
1
2

(D.2a)

∂2â

∂p2
= −φ

1
3 3

2
3

27p
8
3

[(4p2 − 2p)
√

2p− 1− 7p2 + 28p− 10])

(2p− 1)
3
2

(D.2b)

∂3â

∂p3
=

φ
1
3 3

2
3

81p
11
3

[(40p3 − 40p2 + 10p)
√

2p− 1− 91p3 + 546p2 − 390p + 80]

(2p− 1)
5
2

(D.2c)
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∂p

∂ẑ
=

3

2φ
2
3

3
2
3 p

7
3

(p2 + 2)
(D.3a)

∂2p

∂ẑ2
=

9

4φ
4
3

3
1
3 p

11
3 (p2 + 14)

(p2 + 2)3
(D.3b)

∂3p

∂ẑ3
= − 27

8φ
6
3

p
15
3 (p4 + 64p2 − 308)

(p2 + 2)5
(D.3c)
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